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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the minimum weight that can be assigned to a
recognition property?
A. 0
B. 1
C. no value (leave blank)
D. 2
E. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

DRAG DROP
You develop a bot by using Language Understanding Intelligence
Service (LUIS) and the
.NET Bot framework. You use LUIS in the Azure portal to
optimize the bot.
You review the utterances and determine that users are
requesting time and venue information for events.
You need to improve the prediction efficiency of the bot.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1: Create an intent for each event type
Identify your intents
Step 2: Add example utterances
Create example utterances for each intent
Step 3: Create a List Entity
Identify your entities
A list entity is an explicitly specified list of values. Each
value consists of one or more synonyms. In a travel app, you
might choose to create a list entity to represent airport
names.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/
luis-how-plan-your-app

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which feature do you implement so that an interface enters the
root inconsistent state if it receives a
superior BPDU?
A. BPDU filter
B. loop guard
C. BPDU guard
D. root guard
Answer: D
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